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PBB owns the brand since 2008
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Kanon for men is a Woody Aromatic fragrance.
Kanon is a quiet, elegant musky woody fragrance
that stays close to the skin, has a good sillage and
a decent longevity.
3.4FL OZ/100 ml EDT

USD $48.00
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Kanon smells dated but not outdated; like
many fragrances of its era, it’s a scent that
you detect up close or when someone
wearing it walks by you. It’s a liner aromatic
wood scent composed almost of cedar and
oak moss notes.
There is a little sharpness supplied by the
citrus accord and it has a very clean feel to
it in spite of its strong woodiness.

Musk

Hatian Vetiver

Patchouli

Mosses

Sandalwood
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Kanon Norwegian Wood was introduced in 2010.
It is a soothing woods and calming scent;
A man’s fragrance close to the source.
3.4FL OZ/100 ml EDT

USD $48.00
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A perfect-blended warm natural woody
essences, impossible to resist and in one
movement a perfect state of natural
harmony and masculine presence.
The top is fresh with the bergamot and
other citruses, creating a bright opening,
the dry down is refined and includes
oakmoss but mostly this is sandalwood
through and through.
It is an elegant classy fragrance.

Musk

Hatian Vetiver

Cedarwood

Vanilla

Sandalwood
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Agar Wood is the latest fragrance from the house of Kanon.
Agar Wood oil, also known as Aloeswood and Oud oil, is the most
precious aromatic substance on earth. Even though traditionally
sought after in the Middle East, Far East and China, Oud oil still
enjoys attention in the West. There is a growing community of
collectors and connoisseurs who consider Oud oil the most refined
olfactory merchandise available anywhere.
The Benefits of Oud Agarwood possess a salient mystery honored
by traditional cultures wherever it was found. Ancient wisdom taught
of the profound unity between the corporeal, spiritual, and
experiential dimensions of mankind and the earth they wander upon

3.4FL OZ/100 ml EDT

USD $48.00
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Peru Balsam

Agarwood is a very sexy and mature
woody chypre. When AgarWood first
explodes, it’s a spicy, smoky aroma with
a heady mix of bergamot and coriander.
It’s a deep and dark with a certain
sharpness. It’s a bit like incense burning
in the background with the strength of
the patchouli and cedarwood coming
through with a certain peppered
woodiness.

Agarwood
NaturePrint®

Cedarwood

Incense

Orchid

Musk

Oakmoss

The drydown is a seductive mix of
sandalwood and musk. There is still a
lingering of smoke but it’s musky
sultry, and delectably woody. It smells
luxe–rich and earthy–and reminds a little
of what sexiness embodies wearing a
fragrance.

